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In [I] Ikebe made a very extensive (and for the most part “time- 
independent”) study of spectral and scattering theory for the Schriidinger 
operator 4 + V(X), where V(X) is a potential function satisfying appropriate 
conditions. In [2] he obtained an integral representation for the scattering 
operator using a “time-dependent” method. The purpose of this paper is to 
provide an alternative and very natural “time-independent” derivation of this 
representation, using a method analogous to that used by Lax and Phillips for 
the wave equation in [3]. It is possible that this method might prove useful 
within a framework different from that of Ikebe (e.g. that of Kuroda [4J). 
Ikebe’s condition on V(X) is as follows: 
V(X) is a real valued function, Hijlder continuous except at a 
finite number of points, V(x) = O(Y-~+) for Y > R, and V(X) 
is square integrable. 
(1) 
Under this condition he proves in [I] that there exist sets of generalized 
eigenfunctions cp*(x, E) of --A + V(X) which are given as the unique solutions 
of 
where ~~(2, [) = e is+; they satisfy the eigenvalue equation 
(--dfI/(x)-1112)~i(X,~)=0 
weakly. 
The functions ‘p&(x, 0 are bounded in R3 x K, K being any compact set 
in R3. Consequently, by Friedrich’s theorem (see [5j page 177) v&(x, 6) lies in 
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HF,,(R3) as a function of X. Furthermore V&(X, [) is twice continuously 
differentiable everywhere except at the points where V(x) is not Holder 
continuous, here we use a theorem (Bers, John and Schechter [6], page 138) 
which asserts that a strong solution of Lu = f, where L is elliptic and the 
coefficients in L and f are Holder continuous is in fact a classical solution. The 
generalized eigenfunctions satisfy the following completeness property. We 
may define (exactly as we do the Fourier Transform) two transformations 
cc?* : L,(Rz3) -j L,(Rc3) by (g*f)(E> = $2 jj I,,, iN Y*@, t)f(x) dx. 
Then 9* map the subspace of L,(Rz3) which is absolutely continuous with 
respect to --d + Y(x) onto L,(Rt3). 
We now suppose that V(x) satisfies a strengthened form of the condition 
(1); we require V(X) = 0(+-c) instead of V(X) = O(+-C) for 1 x 1 > R, . 
According to Ikebe [I] we then have asymptotically that 
p*t(re, u, w) = e++m - 27-f 7 u*(u, w, B) -/- O(r-I), 
where 
4u, w, 4 = & jj j W(Y, u> w) V(Y) e*,iOe.y d . 
Here we have introduced the notation a*(~, 0, W) = a*(~, CXLJ). 
LEMMA 1. The following identities hold: 
a) a*(~, -w, 8) = ~*(a, w, 8) 
b) a+(~, w, 0) = Q, (a,e, w) 
c) a-(o, w, e> = UJU, 4, -co). 
Proof. a) We note first that 
pJX, u, -0~) = eio~‘w - 4& 
III 
&FfiUlZ-YI 
IX-YI 
V(Y) GY, 0, -1 dy, 
so that, since the solutions of the integral equations are unique we must have 
The identity then follows from the explicit form of a+ . 
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b) Substituting for t++” from the integral equation for q+( y, 00) we find 
which is symmetric in w and 19. 
c) follows from a) and b). 
LEMMA 2. a&(~, W, 8) are continuous in w and 8. 
Proof. The continuity in 0 is obvious from their explicit form since V is 
integrable. The continuity in w follows from the symmetry relations of a+ . 
We now proceed to study the scattering operator. (For a general exposition 
of this and related topics see e.g. Kuroda [6].) 
Let 9 denote the Fourier transform: .g : L,(Rz3) -+L,(R53). The wave 
operators are then given by IV* = Y;‘P and the scattering operator is 
S = W;‘W- = F-‘S,%:‘F. In the momentum representation on L,(R$) 
we have S = 9SF-l = 9+.$!7:‘, which is a unitary map of L,(RE3) by the 
completeness property of ?Jk . The momentum representation is particularly 
convenient since S and H,, = -A and consequently S and fla commute. 
Since fia is simply multiplication by ( [ 12, we can expect S itself to be 
representable as a multiplication operator S(I [ I) where for each / 5 I, S(( 5 1) 
is a unitary operator on the angular variables. In fact we have 
‘THEOREM 2. Let V(x) satisfy Ikebe’s condition (1) modi$ed by the 
requirement that V(x) = O(re3er) as Y -+ 00. Then in the momentum representa- 
tion 3 is given as an integral operator involving only the angular variables in one 
of the following ways: 
a) 9j(uw) = f(m) - iu [j” a-(~, w’, w)~(uw’) dw’. 
b) t?f (am) = f(m) - in s/&u, -co, -co’) f (uw’) dw’. 
c) Sf (UW) = f(w) - iu {j a+(u, w, -W’)f(uW’) &I’. 
Proof. We need only prove a) since b) and c) then follow by Lemma 4. 
We need to prove that S as defined by a) satisfies S = 2?+?Jz1, or, equivalently, 
that Sg- f = Y+ f, for any f (a+) in L2(Rr3). 
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It is enough to show that for allf with compact support 
and consequently that 
94% u, w) 
= q-(.25 IT, w) - q+(x, U) w) + iu IS n-(u, w’, w) y-(x, 0, w’) dw’ SE 0. 
We shall use the following result which is an easy consequence of a theorem 
of Kato ([8], Theorem I a): 
Let U(X) be a solution of 
(-A + V(x) + K2) u(x) = 0, 
such that 
(i) U(X) lies in H&,(R”) 
(ii) U(X) is bounded 
then U(X) vanishes identically. 
From the previous remarks about y+(x, 0, it is clear that 
(--d + V(x) - u”) p)(x, 0, co) = 0, 
and that ~(x, u; CO) is in H& . Furthermore V(X) satisfies the relevent 
hypotheses. We need only show that p is bounded and satisfies the radiation 
condition (iii). That 9(x, u, w) is bounded follows from the boundedness of 
v*(x, f) in R3 x (uw’, / CO’ j = I> and the continuity of a-(~, w’, w). The 
demonstration of (iii) involves a little more. We express ~(x, (T, W) in a different 
way using the integral equations satisfied by v+ and r,~- respectively: 
1 q(x, 0, w) = -- &lx-Yl 471. ss.c Ix-YI V(Y) C(Y> 0, ~14 
+ ;l'r, j jj ;y;il V(Y) V+(Y, u, WI dY 
+ iu j j u-('s, w', ~~ 
&iz-et 
x 
c 
&ow’ - & jj j 
IX-Y1 
V(Y) v-(Y, u,w’) dy I do,‘. 
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Now 
iu a-(~, w’, W) ei*““’ dw’ = iu GJ, -w, -w’) &PQW dw’. 
Since a-(~, -w, -w’) = u+(u, W, -w’) and using (8) we flnd 
~-(a, w’, w) eiz.Ow’ dw’ 
iu ==Z- 
8a2 
iu =- 
85r2 SSI 
exp[iuj x - y / cos ~1 sin pdp de) dy 
1 =- 
479 IIS ,x-y! 1 <* 
e-ro’z-y’ dv 
Thus 
~(Xt u’, w) = - ~ j j j ,~~~, V(Y) [~-(Y, u, w) - ~+(Y, u, w) 
+ iu jj a-(~, w’, w) p-(y, u, OJ’)] dw’ dy 
Now we use the following Lemma used also by Ikebe ([I] Lemma 3.3): 
Let V(X) be square integrable and V(X) = O(r-3-e) as Y tends to infinity. Let 
Then 
9’(X) = &- j j j ,Tr;, z(y) dy. 
pi Y (2 (x, u, w) + imp(x, u, w,) = 0, 
uniformly in the angular variables of X. 
Thus 
lim 
r+m ss I 
lzl=l. $f + imp 1’ dS = 0. 
Consequently, by the previously quoted theorem, v vanishes identically. 
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